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'"THE VOICE OF CLEVELAND-MARSHALL"

Trinity Cathedral Selected
For June Graduation Ceremony

Trinity Cathedra l will be the location for this J une's gr aduation ceremonies. The
majestic yet intimate interior of Tr inity Cathedral should provide the perfect set t ing
for the ceremony marking the end of four years of endeavor .
The Cathedral, which has a seating capacity of about 1000 is of perpindicular
Gothic architecture. The structure was completed in 1907 and has t he appearance of indestructibility. It is located on E uclid Ave. at East 22nd.
Stained glass windows are complem ented by the r ich ma rble and oak interior.
Certain designs were suggested by areas in Winchester Cathedral in England. Included in t he construction is a large oak bass which was orig~n ally in the Cathedral at
Southwark, England which is t he "Churche" of Caucer's Canterbury Tales.
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Student and Professor
Unite for Progress
By Ralph Kingzett
A June graduate of ClevelandMarshall Law School, inspired by
what he learned in class, is pioneering a technique to make sure
granny's will holds up in court.
The grad, Dr. Robert J. Bogus,
a dentist and electronics enthusiast, came up with idea of videotaping granny in her attorney's
office during the drafting and signing of her will.
Inspiring the idea was Atty. Ellis V. Rippner, the probate law expert who teaches a cour e in wills
at Cleveland-Marshall.
For years, Rippner had been
urging students to tape-record the
signing of wills which might later
be contested. In fact, in a landmark case 10 years ago, Rippner
won the right to introduce such
tapes as evidence.
But such tapes are relatively
easy to alter. For years, Rippner
has been telling his students that
the lawyer ought to - and some
day will - have a foolproof way
to take a tamper-proof audio-visual
record of the will signing.
Then Dr. Bogus came up with
the ailSwer - a Sony Videocorder.
It's a TV camera, tape recorder
and monitor screen. All units are
portable, and total cost is $1,400.
The dentist had been taping oral
hygiene programs on it, for use
with his patients, wh en Rippner's
thoughts hit home.
"He made quite a point of this
in class, and I remember him saying he wished there was something like this, and here it was.
So I called him,'' Dr. Bogus said.
Rippner had him bring the unit
to his office, wher e he spent t he
day experimenting with it. He
liked t he idea so much, he ordered
his own Videocorder.
"Every lawyer is going to buy

one when the word gets around,"
Rippner enthused. "They can't afford not to get one.
(Continued on Page 4)

New Faculty
Appointment Set
Asst. Prof. Elwin J. Griffith has
recently been appointed to the faculty of Cleveland-Marshall and has
begun teaching with the new year.
Mr. Griffith did his under gradu2te work at Long Ishnd Univer sity, received his LL.B from Brooklyn Law School in 1963 and his
LL.M from New York University
in 1964. He was admitted to the
New York Bar in 1963 and practiced in ew York City during 19631964. He then joined the Chase
Manhattan Bank in its Real Estate
and Mortgage Department where
he worked unt il 1967. In 1965 he
was a lso an instructor at Long
I sland Univer sit y.
At Cleveland-Marshall Professor
Griffith will teach Real Property
and Mortgages.

Vindicate the Innocent or Get the Guilty Off?
In terviewer: Do you think there
is any justification for the popularly-held notion that sharp criminal attorneys ''beat" cases, not
"win" them?
Judge Angelotta : I would agree
that is t he popular idea, although
it's a misconception predicated on
a lack of understanding and experience with law in our system of
jurisprudence. We forget that innocence, not guilt, is the presumption in a criminal trial.
I wouldn't disagree that not
guilty verdicts are most likely' to
be obtained by lawyers of superior
q ualification - ones who make the
prosecutor work a little harder. But
I don't look upon them as "technicality-seekers." I think that they
are just extremely capable lawyers.
The principle behind all this goes
much beyond the individual defendant.
ot all people on trial for
crimes are the cream of society.
It might be me or it might be you
-and this is the theory behind our
· Constitutional protections, which
apply to all people.
Interviewer: How do the so-called

liberal decisions of the Supreme
Court of recent years fit into this
picture?
Judge Angelotta: A lot of people
look upon t hem with disfavor. I
do not. For over 150 years, we have
not been giving defendants the
rights which are theirs by virtue of
the Constitution. As far as the
public is concerned, these a re new
rights. They're not new - they're
old rules; and if the public doesn't
feel that they are good rules, then
they should clamor to amend the
Constitution. The one new feature
is that t he authorities are obliged
to advise a suspect of his rights.
ow the professional c r i m i n a 1
knows his rights; you might know
your rights; but you take the Escobedos and the Mira ndos and they
are either unaware or scared and
don't avail themselves of these
privileges. It's the poor man, the
uneducated man who suffers when
hP is denied the rights and privileges which are his.
Interviewer : Public opinion of the
Supreme Court decisions seems to
indicate that Americans are some-

what prosecution - minded - that
they're more for the policeman than
for any high-flown Constitutional
guarantees of a defendant's rights.
Judge Angelotta : I 'm 100 % for
the policeman, but I'm also conscious of t he power of the policeman. He's a human being, subject
to good influences and evil as well.

J ud ge A n gelotta

I know what power can do to the
person. I'm mindful of Germany in
the '30's and '40's.
It's certainly confusing, at best,
when you consider on the one hand
t he public's militancy again st a
criminal's rights. I think it's ;;.
matter of education - and the news
media can provide that education.

Soft-spoken, ex -Marine Judge
John L . Angelotta was appointed
to the Common Pleas bench in
1965 by Gov . James A. Rlwdes.
While serving with the Criminal
Branch of that court, forme?·
prosecutor A ngelotta at with tL
panel of three judges on the Colby
murder trial.
Inter viewer : Your Honor, another
area that the public seems to hold
in disfavor - along with the "technicalities" that "get clients off" is the matter of pleading. The insanity plea seems to be scoffed at
by and large. Your experience with
the Colby case might furnish some
interesting comments in this regard.
Judge An gelotta: The plea that
i:.; made is: " ot guilty by reason

of insanity." The plea, in and of
itself ,is misnomered and misleading. The Colby case is a good example of t hat. Mary Ann Colby
was not "not gu.i lty" - she was
guilty of t he crime. It was premeditated, first -degree m urder. We
never got to that question because
she was found insane. But she was
not "not guilty by reason of insanity," she was guilty but not
responsible by reason of insanity.
I recall when the judgement was
rendered (and it's a judgement, not
a verdict, in an insanity case) that
the newspaper came out with the
headline : MR S. COLBY INNOCENT - INSANE. Now when you
say "innocent" that equals not
guilty- and the newspaper caused
a lot of criticism.
This is not fair to the public the public should not be put in a
position to be critical of the law
and I don't say this in the sens~
that I was one of the judges. I
think that it would be much better
if he public understood that Mrs.
Colby was not responsible for the
(Continued on P age 2)
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Vindicate the Innocent. • •
(Continued from Page 1)
crime by reason of insanity. If the
public understood this, then the
subject mater would be much more
palatable. I'm not concerned about
this personally, nor are the other
judges. What I'm suggesting is
that this creates disrespect for law,
and when you create a disrespect
for law you tal k in terms of stigma
for defense lawyers. The same
thing applies to the Supreme Court
decisions on criminal procedure. I
think that if the public were given
a mor e factual presentation of these
matters, that they would be more
inclined to accept it.
Interviewer: Back to the Colby
case. As I recall, p: ople were saying that she wo uld be out in six
months - that some shyst er lawyer
would get her out. Why this attitude?
Judge Ange!otta: Well, it has
been about two years now and she's
still in the Lima State Hospital.
I commented (and for print, but it
was never printed), that if the
woman was ever released from the
Lima State Hospital without good
cause that I'd resign. That's how
strongly I felt about it.
Of cou>'Se, she's entitled to a
hearing, and if she were adjudged
sane she woul d be entitled to be
released. Now if she applies for a
1·elease, the persons who hear this
care are the Administrator of the
Lima State Hospital a judge of
the Allen County Common Pleas
Court, and in terms of the statute,
an "alienist" (an alienist, in the old
days, was a psychiatrist) . Those
are the three persons who would
decide her mental condition.
If Mary Ann Colby were cured,
she'd be entitled to release, because
the theory is that she was sick
when she did it and she should be
forgiven because she was not responsible for her acts.
Interviewer: How do you think
that the public would react to that?
Judge Angelotta : I appreciate the
fact that this is a very unsaleable
product. But, in fact, if we could
eliminate the human element of
j udgment - if there were no question that she were sane - any decent-minded person would want her
released. But because we are human beings we can't be so very
positive about all this. You see,
the law is perfect - there's an answer for every problem in the
world under the law. However, the
law is enacted, administrated and
executed by human beings who are
imperfect.
The public cries out when a person is rel eased and commits another crime, but this happens only
OP-Ce in a great while. Unfortunately, the whole system is thought ill
of for the very infrequent actions of
the very few who go wrong again.
This isn 't going to change.
Interviewer : It seems to me that
the lone instrumentality that could
change the public's thinking in matters like this is te American news
media - they could perhaps educate
the public in a way which would
preclude thinking that clients "get
off."
Judge Angelotta: The way in
which matters of this type a re

dispensed by the news media could
ma ke all the difference.
In the Colby Case, six out of
s~ven doctors gave testimony that
she didn't know right from wrong,
\vhich is t he test of legal insanity
in Ohio. The seventh doctor, represent ing the prosecution, admitted
that she was a borderline case.
There was another doctor who t estified for the prosecution who refused to give an opinion, which
was quite significant in my mind.
ow, whose opinion do you accept?
The odds we1·e for insanity, but this
wasn't printed.
I n t e r v i e w e r : Ohio uses the
M' aght en Rule for testing insanity. I assume that you are for
liberalizing of th is 1843 rule.
Judge Angelotta: If the public
understood ouT decision they'd be
e,·en more critical. W e wro te an
opinion in which we found her insane under the M'Naghten Rule in the first paragraph of the opinion - and at that point the Colby
Case was ended. But then we continued f er many pages about a
hypothe tical "John Smith,'' and expressed our views that the M' aghten Rule is completely outmoded.
Today, we'r e t hinking more in
t erms of rehabilitation than punishment.
Interviewer: We would probably
end up with an even greater st igma
as to clients getting off in the light
of what you have said.
Judge Angelotta: Yes, but even
in the face of t hat decision - and
let's say that the public thinks that
Mary Ann Colby "got off on an
insanity plea" - even so, let's look
at the facts of the case. I can 't
imag ine anyone committing a more
heinous crime than to kill an 8
year old child. But the psychiatrists
are not interested in the overt acts
of a person - they're interested in
the inward, silent, diseased pathology that's in a person. For example, she was asked: "What similarity do you find between flies
and trees?" Mary Ann Colby's answer was that "you kill flies and
you cut down trees." She killed
for no apparent reason. Then the
most insane thing she did - she
blamed it on her own son!
Interviewer: Did her defense att orney actually have much to do
with "getting Mrs. Colby off" by
reason of insanity, or was it a matter of the psychiatric testimony
"getting her off" as the public
says? Did Jerry Gold, her lawyer,
work technicalities? Was he a
shyster? Or did he protect a person who is guaranteed protection?
Judge Angelotta: First of all, you
must accept the judgement of ins:mity, as compared to an innocent
person - - one accused of mur der
who didn't do it.
The re are very few lawyer s who
wo uld have caused Mar y Ann
Colby's so-called "acquittal." The
reson she was "acquitted" - found
insane, in fact - is because of the
dep th of the understanding of Jerry
Gold. He studied this case from
end to end, not strictly from a legal
standpoint, but from the medical
standpoint. He was thoroughly pre(Continued on Page 4)
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Auto Liability: A Likely Alternative
By Ken Hoffman
There is probably no single
topic attracting more public attention than that of auto liability inewspaper articles and
suTance.
editorials cry out that "something
is wrong."
The entire problem lies in t he
development of the fault concept
of automobile liability insurance.
This doctrine, simply stated, is that
accidents don't just happen, they
are caused by negligence. And, the
negligent party must pay. The insurance company, which stands in
the place of their assured, \vill not
make full payment to another
party until absolutely sure t hat
theiT assured's fault was the sole
cause of the "accident." (Under
most state laws a party contributively negligent cannot collect.)
Of course, this tort liability approach may have been splendid
back in the days when ox carts ran
over mules, but this is 1968 and
the United States is virtuall y controlled by t he automobile. Today
the automobile jams cities so badly
that it has been estimated that a
horse and caITiage in 1920 could
have maintained a higher average
spzed travelling through our large
cities than is now possible in a
multi-horsepowered chariot. Automobiles pollute our air, and under
the care and affection of good citizens, kill and maim millions of
Americans each year. (A recent
" ew York Times" Service article
noted that in 1966 there were 13.6
millon injured.)
After the accident, what happens ? If both parties are insured
they notify their r espective companies. Then , adjusters investigate
the accident- obtaining police reports, statements of parties and
witnesses, taking photographs, etc.
Next the adjuster or his superior,
makes a determination as to liability. If there is disagreement, one
party or both may need to obtain
the service of legal counsel. If settlement cannot be reached an injured party may have to wait up
to five years to have his case heard.
The question then is, " Does the
law break down when concepts become outmoded and our courts become overcrowded ?" The answer in
regards to automobile liability insurance concepts must be a resounding "yes!"
The greatest danger facing the
bar and the insurance companies
at this time is federal control. At
present the 90th Congress is mo ving toward action on at least three
proposals for investigation of the
automobile insurance ndustry. One
is by the House Judiciary Committee, aiming to authorize a two year
study of the industry by the Federal Trade Commission. One of the
ba sic aspects of this study is to
determine whether or not changes
are needed in the present system of
compensation for automobile accident victims.
At the same time a similar study
is being requested by Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson, chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, to be
handled by t he Department of
Transportation.
Another investigation is being
considered by the Judiciary Subcommittee on Improvements in
Judical Machnery. This investigation would concentrate on the problem of torts in the federal district
courts.
If, as has been suggested, the
present system is unworkable and
results in injustices, what are the
alternatives, outside of governmental control? The best known
proposal is that by Prof. Robert
E . Keeton of Harvard University

and Prof. J effery O'Connell of t he
University of I 11 in o is. These
scholars, in their two books, Bas!c
Protection for the Traffic Victim
and After Cars Crash - the eed
for L egal and Insurance R eform,
advocate compensation for net
econom ic loss up to $10,000 to be

abl.e. A trend should not be started to take litigation from the
courts and put into the hands of
governmental agencies.
The best answer, of course,
to provide enough court room
space and enough judges to hear
cases within a r easonable time.

paid without question of fault, by
the victim's own insurance carrier.
Now, with such proposals by legal minds, and with politicians
picking up the scent of a crowd
pleasing crusade, and all those
votes for helping out the common
man against the cruel insurance
companies and t he money grabbing lawyers, what is the answer?
First, it must be determined that
something must be done, and quickly. Law by bureaucracy is intoler -

However, the man in the street
the very one who would profit fron~
such an ideal system, r efu ses to
vote t he funds necessary. Thus, we
must seek a less than ideal solution.
One old, large insurance company, the Insurance Company of
orth Amerca, has printed a full
page ad in the " Wall Street Journal" and the "U. S. News and
World Report," stating that the
(Continued on Page 4)

Proposed Auto LiabHi YAlternative: A Threat to the Adversary System
By Robert M.

Dud.nick ~'

The Keeton-O' Connell plan has
been heralded on many fronts as a
panacea which will cure all the evils
engendered by claim resulting from
automobile collisions. It is a sweeping plan authored by two esteemed
law school professors, which advocates a radical departure from the
current mode of resolving disputes
arising from automobile accidents.
There can be no argument that
enactment of the plan by the legislature would necessi tate a t remendous adjustment on the part of
rr.any factions of our society. The
public would have to throw away
their present insur ance policies and
purchase new ones which would
have to be explained in great detail
becau se of the complexity of the
plan, the insurance companies
·would have to draw up new policies
and develop new rate schedules
without the benefit of significant
actuarial experience, t he bar and
bench would have to learn to meet
and cope \vith a vast aray of new
problems. In short, the cost, both
in terms of dollars and social utility, of adjustment would be tremendous. Even the authors of the
plan would probably concede that
the first year or two of operation
under the plan would be characterized by confusion if not chaos.
But these problems and project ions are not sufficient reasons to
oppose the plan if it is clear that
the plan has merit; progress is generally painful. But if progress is
only a vague possibility, then the
costs of change alone mitigate
against enactment of the plan. It
would indeed seem foolish to disrupt
society on a mere chance or hope
that the plan will cure certain admitted ills. For this reason, it seems
clear that the burden of proof rests
with the 'plaintiffs" - Keeton and
O'Connell.

It must be conceded at the outset
the plan is not convincing. Regardt hat our present means of handling
less, it must be recognized that although the plan does nothing to
the problems created by automobile
promote safety, it may, inadveraccidents is far from perfect. There
t antly, augment the already mountare some innocent victims of traffic
i nr; t affic casualty toll.
accidents who go uncompensated
because of financial irresponsibility '"
The authors of the bill also do
of the guilty party or because of
not claim that it will have any posicertain doctrines of the substance
tive effect on mitigating the probof law which prevent recovery such
lems of insurance company insolas governmental immunity and the
vencies and unwarranted cancellaguest statute; thei·e are insurance
tions of policies. Indeed, a principal
companies that become insolvent,
critic of the plan, Mr. James S.
leaving the policyholder as well as
.Kemper, Jr., President of the Keminj ured individuals holding the bag;
per Insurance Group, contends that
there are fraudulent and unconi'nplementation of the plan would
scionable practices indulged in by
have a deleterious affect on the
company personnel, and, unfortuhealth of the insurance industry.
nately, members of the bar; in
He states that insurance companies
many large m etropolitan areas
will have to form rates on the basis
there is a substantial delay from
of a welter of actuarial assumptions
the date of filing of a lawsu it to
and without the benefit of prior loss
experience and that this will necesthe day of trial; the cost of insursarily lead to inadequate, excessive,
ance is high and still rising; and
or unfairly discriminatory rates at
there are too many serious traffic
the outset and to the increase in
accidents. Will the Keeton-O'Coninsolvencies due to rate inadenell plan create new problems of
, _ quac ·es. He further predicts that
an equally erious nature?
mo t of the highly competitive and
Advocates of the plan concede
efficient small auto insurance comthat it is not designed to have any
panies will be doomed to extinceffect on hi ghway safety or to curb
t ion, as only the g iants will be able
the mounting toll of traffic casualt G afford the cost of changeover
ties. It is believed by some critics
and the rating uncertainties which
of the plan that elimination of the
will prevail at the outset. Destrucfault pri nciple, (perhaps ameliorat ion of the smaller companies and
t io n is a better word, as common
the resultant diminishment of comlaw negligence will still be a factor
petition are fac tors to be weighed
in cases in which the plantiff claims
h eva luating the plan.
damages in excess of $5,000.00 for
The authors claim that a chief
pain and suffering or special dambenefit of the plan would be reducages in excess of $10,000.00), will
t ion of insurance rates. An acactually lead to more careless drivtuarial study cited by the authors
ing and, accordingly, to more acciindicates
that in a large metropolidents. If one assumes that potentan area cost savings would range
tial civil liability is a deterrent to
from a low of approximately ten
negligent conduct, the Keetonper cent to a high of approximately
O'Connell plan may be viewed with
25 per cent. Such a savings is atsome alarm. As no studies of the
hactive, although not overwhelmpsychology of the auto driver have
ing. However, another actuarial
been made, this ~.!·;:oum "!!lt agains t

study has indicated that the plan
could very well lead to an increase
in insurance costs and rates. Other
studies have predicted a wide variety of results, and some actuaries
have "thrown up their hands" contending that no reliable estimate
can be made on the basis of the
information presently available.
'l'he problems of predicting rates
under the plan are obvious. Will
investigative and legal and administrative costs go down or up? Because of the provisions a llowing an
injured party to bring suit for sums
above the minimum, it would seem
that insurance companies would be
hesitant to cut back on their investigative expense.
Further, the complicated and
vague language of the plan and
the provisions for continued periodic payments could well lead to
increased legal and administrative
costs. There are other problems as
well. Will injured individuals compensated by their own companies
for medical expense and lost earnings be more prone to bring tort
lawsit s for damages for pain and
suffe ring? Will juries, aware of
the $5,000.00 pain and suffering
deductible feature of the plan, bring
in verdicts for $7,000.00 in the type
of case in which they would award
$~, 000.00 today? Will an individual's job benefits and private insurance, such as Medical Mutual,
be taken into consideration by his
company when fixing his basic protection rates? These, as well a s
many other uncertainties, make t he
ask of predicting costs and rates
difficult, if not impossible.
Relief of court congestion is a nother admirable goal which professors Keeton and O'Connell predict
will be realized once their plan is
implemented. Once it is recognized
that every cla im within the scope

of the plan is a potential lawsuit
if the claimant and his own insurer
cannot agree and that an injured
party may still pursue a tort
remedy against the other party, the
prediction appears, at best, questionable. The ambiguous language
and the complexity of the plan provide a potential source of endless
litigation between the inju red in-

purpose.
The authors of the plan also believe that its enactment \viii lead
to a diminshmen t of fraud and dishonesty. They indicate that the
fault concept encourages exaggeration if not outright invention. The
plan does provide an opportunity
to seek compensation for household
or work injury by claiming fraudu-

The Keeton-O'Connell plan provides that any individual injured while maintaining or using a motor
vehicle shall recover from his own insurance company up to $10,000. He is compensated only for net
economic loss (doctors bills, lost wages, etc. . Collateral benefits, such as Blue Cross or employment
benefits, are used to reduce the compensation. His
first $100 of net economic loss is noncompensible.
Payments are made on a periodic basis. All payments under the plan are made regardless of who,
if anyone, was at fault. An individual is not prohibited from also instituting a claim against a party
who he believes is at fault. But, he may only recover
from the "guilty" party damages for net economic
loss which exceeds the $10,000 he can recover from
his own insurance company, and damages for pain
and suffering in excess of $5000.

dividual and his own insurance
company. Further, as stated by
Professor Harry Kalven, Jr., the
plan provides "financing" for a
ruultitude of common law t ort lawsuits. As the injured party gets,
money in hand at the outset to
cover his economic losses and t o
alleviate the strain of meeting bills,
he can a fford to sit back and litigate his t ort claim for pain and
suffering - to go for the "jackpot."
Thus, on this count, the plan may
well work in opposition to its \·ery

lently that the inju:·y occurred while
taining his vehicle There is also
the claimant was operating or mainpctential for fraud in the conceali!lent of collateral source benefits,
which, if disclosed would reduce the
injured party's recovery. Thus, it
is not clear that exaggeration and
fraud 'viii be reduced with the implementation of the Keeton-O' Connell plan.
Opponents of the plan a1·gue that
it will bring about a greater equity
ir. distribution of benefits. Those

who are not compensated under our
present tort system because of their
own fault or governmental immunity or financial reponsibility of the
guilty party or any other reason
would be compensated within the
limits of the plan, should they
choose to p r o t e c t themselves.
·whether it is "equitable" to compensate the drunk driver or the
drag racer who smashes into a
i:umber of innocent victims before
he runs into a telephone pole is
t roubling to some critics of the
plan. Further, the $100 deductible feature of the plan, which provides t hat the first $100 of net
economic loss per individual is t o
go uncompensated, is also trouble
some. To the average working man
$100 is a significant sum. To
the unempl oyed student or the
widow, it is a fortune. Consider
the man out for a drive with his
wife and three children who is
struck by a reckless operator; his
potential non-compensable loss is
not $100 but $500. Finally, the
feature of the plan which provides that ouside benefits are to be
used to reduce compensation paid
by the injured party's insurance
company is troublesome. I s it
"equitable" for a man who has
either paid for his Blue Cross or
Medical Mutual or given up a raise
at work in exchange for benefits
from a disability plan to receive
less from his insurance company
than the man who has not given up
anything to protect himself? What
cf the man who exhausts his sickleave benefits in January because
cf an auto accident and then, after
his return to work, becomes sick
and disabled in June without benefits to fall back on? Thus, it is
not altogether clear that the dis(Continued on Page 4)
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Trustees Grant

J. D.

P age T h ree

Degrees to All Grads

IWhat' S Happening to Alumni I ToTh~~.,-~t~~~~~~e~~.a~~.1~~f!0~l:~·n.~;~!~!!~~h•
Jacob Fridline, ('67) appointed
A istant Law Director and Pro ecutor for the city of Ashland, Ohio.
. . . Frank F. Bonaiuto, ('57) has
been admitted to practice before
the U.S. Supreme
Court. . . . Fr derick M. Coleman,
('53) recently
sworn in as municipal judge in
Cleveland . . . .
Mrs. Ruth Williams, (CM '46)
heads Cataly t
for Youth, a
Office of Education Program to help youngsters
from economically deprived home .
.. . Frederick Better, ('64) teaching Con titution and Administrative Law in the Political cience
Department, Nevada Southern niversity at La
egas. . . . C. Dani I ra h, ('63) elected secretary of
the Cleveland Bar Association ....
Leonard Davi , ('65) running in
Democratic primary for State Repres en ta ti ve . . .. iichael A.
wo~ney, ('51) will be a candidate
for Congress in the Democratic
primary.
Our deepe t sympathy to the

familie of the following alumni
upon learning of their pa ing:
Willi T. Barber, (CM '47) . . . .
Heruy W. peeth, ( '30) . . .. K. B.
Wiggin, (M '25) . . . . Rob rt J.
1artin, (CM '54) . . . . Edward C.
1>eler, (C '43) . . . . William E.
Goebel, (C '28).

In Memoriam
Memorial services were held
on Friday, December 15, 1967,
for Sidney B.
Fink, comptroller
of ClevelandMar hall Law
School, who died
suddenly, the result of a heart attack.
Mr. Fink had iong served this
law school with honesty and dedication and his distinguished ervices will be greatly missed.
The faculty, students and Alumni Association of Cleveland-Marshall all extend their sympathies
to his family.

have announced the approval of the award of the Doctor of
Laws Degree (J.D.) to all living graduates of Cleveland-Marshall Law School or its predecessor institutions.

The degrees will be awarded in
special ceremonies at the Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel Grand Ballroom on Thursday evening, March
14, at
p.m.
Tho e eligible to receive the Doctor of Laws Degree are those who
now hold a Bachelor of Laws degree (LL. B.). The L.L.B. diploma
mu t be sunendered to the school
in exchange for the J.D. diploma.
All graduates of the law chool
for whom the school has an addre s are being sent a notice of the
e ent, along with an application
to be filled out and returned to
the chool. These application mu t
be returned to the school, properly
filled out, not later than February
15, 19 , along with a fee of 25.00
to cover the admini trative, printing and other expen es.
Said Professor Sheard, chairman
of the committee in charge of the
ceremonies, "We hope that the application are sent in as soon as
possible, in order to equilize the
burden of the law school in processing the applications and the di-

plomas."
Added Sheard, " ome of the
alumni have indicated their intere t in holding partie for cla es
or groups of cla e on the evening
of the awards. We encourage uch
gatherings, and hope to be able to
publish a list of clas repre entative in the Gavel, who can be contacted for additional information.
He continued, " nfortunately,
we do not have addresses for a
number of our alumni, who, for one
rea on or another, have not informed us of their new addres e
when they moved. Thus, we would
appreciate very much the cooperation of all tho e who do not re-

receiYe the Gavel, to pread the
above information about the retroactive awarding of degrees, to any
alumnus who may not have heard
about it. Please have them contact
the law school immediately."
Although space will be limited,
each recipient of a Doctor of Law
degree will receive a ticket admitting his wife or escort to the ceremonies. Degrees will be awarded
to class repre entatives on behalf
of the entire class, since it would
be impractical to hand out degrees
to every single alumnus pr ent.
Procedures for handing out degrees that evening to all recipients
will be annocunced.
Any question , via mail or telephone, should be directed to Mrs.
Jane Edwai·ds, at the law chool,
1240 Ontario
treet, CJe,·eland
Ohio 44113. (telephone: 7 1-6612).

DON 1 T FORGET!

J. D.

Degrees to be awarded
MARCH 14 • 8 P.M.

Gra,n d Ballroom, Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel

A Likely Alternative . . .

Threat to Adversary System • • •

(Continued from Page 2)
"present automobile insurance system in America is not working to
the satisfaction of anyone ... "The
ad goes on to say that automobile
insurance didn't go wrong. "What
happened was that the law and
auto insurance stood still, while
the auto itself and its place in
American life changed radically.
And so has the concept of modern
social justice, with its increased
emphasis on financial security for
all."
The INA ad states that the present system "is hopelessly outmoded; it delays justice, frustrates
the claimant, and costs insurance
companies far more than they earn
in premiums." The ad then goes
on to say that changes, even radical changes, must be made. It advocates a plan for compensating
all innocent victims, such as the
Keeton-O'Connell plan.
What are the arguments against
the proposals for dramatic change ?
First: it is said that payment without fault would be similar to
workmen's compensation. Each injury would be valued at so many
dollars, oftimes resulting in very
small damage awards for serious
injury.
Second : T he fault principle is
sound historically, and acts as a
deterrent to potential wrongdoers.
Third: Court congestion, one of
the main points pushed by advocates of the "no fault" plans, is
largely imaginary, and exists only
in the large metropolitan areas.
Fourth: Improvement of the
rules of evidence, use of bar proctors, and other increased efficiency
is the real answer.
Fifth : Better settlement techniques by the insurance companies
will eliminate need for change.
These arguments should be discussed in detail for proper analysis. However, due to space limitations I will only brush them to
show their vulnerability to attack.
First: The question of whether
or not workmen's compensation is
a poor system or not is in itself
highly deb,~t,able, with much evidence available. to prove its desirability, In any event, many of the
shortcomings of state workmen's
compensation plans could be overcome by complete . control by the
private insuran ce companies.
Second: Whether or not the
fault principle is a deterrent is a
question as open as whether the
death penalty deters murderers.
(Remember those pickpockets,
picking pockets whle pickpockets
were being hanged.)
Third : Of course, the major
court backlogs are in the large
cities. Has anyone checked i:ecently to see where most Americans
live? There aren't many being held
down on the farm.
Fourth: Speedier court action is
obviously desirable, but does not
appear to be forthcoming.
Finally: Settlement techniques
by insurance companies which call
for immediate payments to aid a
victim are now only put into effect
after a determination of fault or
probable fault has been made.
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Cleveland-Marshall Law School
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1240 Ontaria Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44 11 3
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(Continued fr om P a ge 3)
$5,000.00? Something about this
What about that interesection acprovision seems arbitrary, perhaps
cident? They both had the green
tribution of funds a3 proposed by
C;ven\ the honest claimant under
even unjust. Is the community
light!
the plan will be more equitable
some circumstances. Under our
ready to compensate the drunk who
When a system of law is such
than the distribution effect today.
present system, once a claim is setstrikes a car driven by a father
that it allows one party to walk
True, more people will be compentled or litigate, it is concluded. A
and tell the father that although
away from a minor accident smilsated, but t his cannot be the only
plaintiffs' lawyer can almost sense
we recognize the fault was not his,
ing, while another involved in an
consideration.
the relief felt by his client when h e
regardless he must pay the first
identical accident who is claimsIt is argued by the proponents
tells him that the case is settled.
$100.00 in d:ictor bills for each
minded will whine and cry his way
oi the plan that its implementation
Under the Keeton-O'Connell plan
member of his family ? How does
to a thousand dollar settlement on
will eliminate jury trials in routine
with its provision for continuing
one explain to the public that their
a claim of whiplash, something
auto injury cases and that this is
periodic payments a case will never
traditional remedies are being regood because juries have no way of
must be done. Under the present
be settled until the fund s available,
moved in only one class of tort
properly evaluating a plaintiff's
system the bogey man of financial
($10,000.00 per individual), are excases ? In short, will an informed
suffering, because plaintiff's attorcost out of all proportion to the
hausted. What affect will this propublic to lerate the plan? Does it
neys use histrionics and subtle emoinjury is ever present.
vision have upon the psychological
violate basic principles of individtional appeals to divert the focus
The public will not long bear
and emotional welfare of injured
ual responsibility and the public's
of the jury from the relevant isparties? Thus, although lump sum
the five year wait for court jusnotion of justice? These are quessues, and because the determina- settlement poses some obvious probtice. Nor will t hey long bear the
tion which mu st be answered.
tion of fau lt is virtually impossible.
lems it has some subtle, but very
burden of inequitable settlements.
It is my contention that the plainIf trial by jury is really as archaic
real, benefits. Before we are willFringe-group attorneys, who untiffs, professors Keeton and O'Conaf. the authors indicat e, one woning to endorse th e plan with its
ethically "build" cases to increase
nell, have not borne the burden of
ders why they preserve it for pain
provision for periodic payment this
their fees cannot any 1onger be
pro::if . Their allegations and asand suffering claims in excess of
area must be explored. The peripermitted to continue, anymore
sumptions are not yet supported by
$5,000 and economic loss claims
odic payment provision may open
valid evidence. This is not to say
than the insurance companies
in excess of $10,000. What gives
a real Pandora's box.
that our present system is good or
which delight in "stealing" cases
n!agic to those two particulars figthat changes need not be made; it
by obtaining releases from uninFinally, and fundamentally, the
ures? Are juries equipped to evali3 only to suggest that at present
formed claimants for piddling comquestion of public acceptance of the
uate and measure pain and sufferthe plan does not appear t:> provide
pensation.
plan must be questioned. Law is
ing
only when it exceeds $5,000?
a clear solution to om· problems.
Granted, the possibility of cheatthe lubricant which allows the maAre plaintiffs' lawyers more courtIf
the plan could be tried for a
ing and disproportionate payment
chinery of society to f u n c t i o n
ly and sedate in big cases? Is the
week, a month, or a year on a "no
exists in any litigation for money
smoothly; when the public loses redetermination of fault easier when
cost money-back guarantee" and
damages. However, a distinction
spect for the law they must go to
the claim is large ? Furthermore,
then even a dissenter such as myself
must be made where t he a utomothe club. As many problems as
one wonders if the picture of t he
would say "go ahead." But this is
bile and damages are involved. The
t here are with our pTesent system,
jury trial painted by the a uthors
not possible. Implementation of
automobile's place n American life
it has not broken down; it has enis accurate. Today there is a defithe plan will bring about confusion,
has changed so radically that the
dured. Will a fully informed pubnite trend away from the k ind of
if not total chaos; the social and
law and insurance must now "relk be able to acc:ept and live with
trial tactics that the authors demonetary costs of changeover would
volt" to catch up.
the Keeton-O'Connell plan? The
pict. The public is becoming inbe extremely high. Before we are
Moreover, a no fault system will
fault concept is a fundamental
creasingly more sophisticated and
willing to undertake such an exwork - and has worked well in the
moral concept engrained in the
jurors are less likely to react posipense, we must be sure of what
minds and conscience of the comCanadian province of Saskatchetively to the plaintiff's lawyer who
we are buying. As of now, there is
munity. We learn early and often
wan, where the provincial governconducts himself like a circus barkno warranty. For these I say, Cathat the guilty party is to compenment sells insurance a long with
er. Futher, studies conducted at
veat
Emptor.
sate
the
innocent
party.
Will
the
license tags.
the University of Chicago indicate
community accept a system which
*Mr . Dudnik is a practicing trial
Of course, many attorneys, in
t hat jurors take their roles very
eliminates the fault concept in a
attorney in a large, well known
the name of the adversary system,
seriou sly and do a good job demajority of cases? How will the
Cleveland law firm. He is a gradmotherhood, God and country, will
terminating fault and resolving the
community react to the provision
uate of the Yale Law School
oppose a system of payment withissues in a negligence case. Studies
cf the plan which provides no com( 1964) and is p1·esently a lecturer
out fault. And, insurance companconducted by the Liberty Mutual
pensation for pain and suffering
at
the Wes tern Reserve University
ies, with the ease with which state
Insurance Company indicate that
unless it rises above the level of
School
of Law.
boards allow them to raise primionly in a small percentage of cases
ums, are not in any race to see a
is the determination of fault a difchange in the system.
ficult problem. Thus, the authors'
A change is mandatory. The
criticism of trial by jury is unKeeton-O'Connel approach is exconvincing as well as puzzling. If
(Continued fro m Page 2)
cellent, and a modified version
trial by jury was really outmoded,
should be put into ·effect by the
pared not only to present his mediadays to get a defendant off, and
would · the authors of the ,plan have
insurance companies on t heir own, _ made provision of its maintenance?
cal evidence, but to cross-examine
do you think t hat the defen se has
without governmenta l control.
t he medical evidence of t he prosecuany significant advantage over t he
It is generally agreed t hat the
tion.
Some system of liability should be
prosecutor?
pendance of litigation places an
be attached to penalize wrongdoers,
Inter viewer: Did the prosecut ion
emotional or psychological strain
Judge Angelotta : I don't think
prepare as well ?
such as increased premiums or
on the litigants. People are not
the defense lawyer has any adJ udge Angelotta : They put on a
penalty payments. Innocent · vicused to dealing with lawyers, invantage over the prosecutor. Not
beautiful case of circumstantial
tims of automobile accidents must
deed, many distrust even their own
to quote . statistics, but most perevidence of first-degree murder.
be compensated expeditiously. The
lawyer. Some doctors tell us that
sons who are acussed of a crime
And Gold stood up at t he end of
day of the ox cart and the mule is
pendency of a claim may contribute
are guilty, so .. the prosecutor has
their case and, in words to this ·an advantage, The prosecutor has
long past.
to the medical symptomology of
effect, said: "You're right. She did
all the facilities of law enforceit. But, she's insane. " The Colby
ment experts- in every area to
(Continued fro m Page 1)
Student and Professor .
case is a perfect example of "inno- 1assist him in his proof. The decent until proved guilty - with the
"Every person who has more
grave. You could put the (TV)
fense ' attorney is limited by his
burden on the pr osecution.'' This
than $500,000 and wants t o make
box on 'the witness stand and have
funds. ·The prosecutors a lso do
i;; a perfect exam ple, too, why there
sure his money goes where he
them testify."
this wo:vk every day. Most deshould be no stigma. The public
wants it to go
want to have
Despite his discovery, Dr. Bogus
fense attorneys only on selected
has the satisfact ion of knowing that
a video recording made. It is the
intends to practice dentistry rather
occasions.
this insane woman had the best
greatest thing that ever came out."
than law - although he is preparInterviewer: Does the prosecutor
lawyer available, and that innocent
Rippner sees a foolproof way to
ing to take the bar examination
1:ave a tendency, then, to be too re0
1·
insane
people
do
not
go
to
jail.
establish granny's competence, and
in March.
lentless in pursuing a conviction?
I nterviewer : Have you ever, froirl
her intent, by showing the video"Dentistry has been awfully good
J udge Angelotta: No. Prosecuthe
bench,
seen
a
defendant
"gotten
tape in the courtroom during litito me," he explains. "Law has been
tors are fair. They are also protecoff"?
gation.
merely an interest. I went to law
tors of persons accused of crime.
J udge Angelotta : I have had two
"The future of this is to cut all
school more or less to broaden my
But every once in a while an innocases
in
which
I
have
disagreed
probate litigation to a minimum,"
background.
cent defendant comes along, and
with the jury. But, remember, when
Rippner explains. "This will be like
that 's where a good defense attor"One reason was that I like to
I
privately
disagree
with
the
jury,
having the dead speak from the
ney comes int o play.
get involved in community affairs
this does not mean that I am right.
and, when I do, people tend to say,
Judge Angelotta, at 43, has
It may be, and probably is, that
'What do · you know about it?
had a varied experience in law
they are right.
You're a dentist.'
since his graduation from C-M. His
It is significant that only two
"There seems to be this idea
poigna11t comments, particularly in
cases out of hundreds have evoked
that when you are a dentist all
the area of insanity, point up the
such a reaction from me. I think
you know is how to fix teeth.''
seeming gulf between public acfoat's a remarkable tribute to the
Dr. Bogus, age 39, carries on a
ceptance of legitimate defense
jury system .
full-time dental practice and is the
pleas and the operation of the modInterviewer: Is there anything
father of 11 children. They range
ern criminal bar. Perhaps the
that a judge can do in the situastigma which harries the criminal
in age from 15 to less than one.
tion of an innocent man being conlawyer will be forever thus.
"I- can't sit stil\. I have always
victed?
got to be moving," he says of himJudge Angelotta :. If I feel very '~ The final in this series of interself.
strongly ·about it, I can direct a
views will (if it can be 'arranged)
The viqeo qisco,very is Dr. Boask its basic questions of t he
verdit t .
gus' latest efforts. in electronics;
In terviewer : Do you think, as t h e
"cpmV,i,a l" himself - one wh o "got
there have been others.
'
_public thinks, that it's easy now- -off" as .we· say.

Vindicate the ln·nocent . . .

will

